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introduction 

• This talk is primarily about 
Massively-multiplayer online role-playing 
games 
– A term i shall abbreviate to Mmos 
– For pretty well the same reasons Katholische 
Stiftungsfachhochschule is KSFH 

• the configuration of the player base of 
mmos has changeD over the years 

• Today, I’m going to outline why 

• Let’s start by loOking at these changes... 



Care bears 

• In the late 1990s, the term care bear 
was prevalent in Mmos 

• Originally, it meant role-players who 
stopped player-killers from having 
FUN by not caring about being kilLed 

• It came to mean anyone not into pvp 

• Care bears were ridiculed by hard-
core players for being wimps 

• Yet today, care bears themselves 
would be considered hard-core 



Hard core 

• Today’s hard-core players: 
– Play for hours every night 
– Take on the toughest content in raids 

– Level up and gear up as fast as possible 

• Care bears did this 16 years ago! 
– An average player from 2000 would be a 
power player today! 

• i’m going to examine this phenomenon 
to try to explain its inevitability 

• I’ll start with some light theory... 



10, downing street 

• The prime minister of the uk lives here 
 



Player types 

• The theory in question is player types 
– Which, as it’s my theory, i know quite well 

• It’s been used in mmo design for 20 years 
– Because, unexpectedly, it actually works 

• It’s regarded as standard 
– It’s also regarded as blindingly obvious, 
but that wasn’t the case when i published it 

• The theory posits that diFferent people 
find difFerent things FUN in mmos 
– And that mmos need to provide fun for aLl 
player types if they’re to sucCEed 



Type #1 

• Many players regard mmos as being worlds they 
can act on – basically games 



Type #2 

• Some people just like interacting with the 
world, exploring the thrilL of the new 



Type #3 

• Through their avatars, many Players enjoy 
interacting with each other 



Type #4 

• A few players enjoy acting on other (usually 
unwilling) players… 



Interest graph 

• We can plot these behaviours on a graph: 
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furthermore 

• The theory says that This distribution of 
FUN applies across aLl virtual worlds 
 
 

• Shadowbane         rift 
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formally 

• Or, without the intrusive mini-screenshots: 



summary 

• So, we have four basic player types: 
• Achievers play the MMO as a game 
• Explorers analyse the game’s 
structure and systems 

• Socialisers treat the world as a 
context for interactions 

• kilLers engage in deviant behaviour 
– the non-judgemental term used by people who 
don’t understand that killers reaLly are 
trying to be jerks 



balance 

• For reasons to do with the way different 
player types afFect one another, there 
are four stable configurations in mmos: 
– Achiever dominated “game worlds” 
– Socialiser dominated “social worlds” 
– Balanced worlds (NB: these are rare!) 
– Empty worlds, as the killers drove everyone 
away 

• over the past 15 years we’ve seen game 
worlds covertly Become social worlds 



socialisers 

• Socialisers find fun from interacting 
with other players 

• In the past, they did this in social 
worlds such as second life 
– Or in the text world days, lambdamoo 

• Today, though, they’re doing it in 
game worlds 

• They regard themselves as achievers or 
explorers (that is, as gamers) but 
they’re actuaLly socialisers 



Six reasons 

• I believe this shift has six major causes 
– I know that every fibre of your powerpoint 
training is screaming for me to list those six 
reasons right now, but you’ll have to wait 

• They go from general to specific 

• I should point out that i’m not saying 
one world or the other is beTter 

• It doesn’t matter to me which of 
achievers or socialisers dominate 
– I prefer balanced worlds anyway... 



sporty 

• This is a mazda mx-5 
 



#1 Ubiquity 

• The first reason that socialisers are 
becoming dominant is that games are now 
everywhere in advanced societies 

• You don’t have to be a gamer to play 
games today 

• The social barrier has been removed 
– those people claiming games are adDictive 
and make people violent have lost 

• In the wild, Socialisers outnumber 
achievers thus their supPly is greater 



#2 children play 

• The first time I visited london, I was 18 
• I remember walking from downing st. to 
buckingham palace feeling awestruck 

• I’d only ever seen these places on tv before 
and yet here I was! 
– It was an incredible feeling! 

• My kids went to london on school trips 
aged 8 or 9 

• They could never capture the sense of 
excitement I’d felt after that 



mmos 

• Children play virtual worlds these days 
– Club penguin, wizard101, minecraft, trove, 
habbo, ... 

• They’re not going to get the same feeling 
of awe that first-timer adults did 

• They see mmos as just another kind 
of game, but with a social aspect 

• They treat them as a genre option 
– Play With others: mmos 
– Play Against others: mobas 



#3 social networks 

• Social networks are among the most 
anti-social inventions in existence 

• They waLl people oFf from each other 
• It’s hard to make new friends in them 
• People like making new friends 
• In mMos, they can make new friends 
• if you go to mmos from a nEed to make 
friends, you’re on a socialiser track 

• Hence yet more socialiser supply 



#4 revenue model 

• Around 2012, the revenue model for mmos 
shifted from subscription to 
frEe-to-play 
– Ie. free to play a different mmo if this one 
ever tries to wring any money out of you 

• F2p seLls things that players want 

• Some players want sucCeSs 

• They will buy anything that gives them 
an in-game advantage 

• This is pay-to-win 



p2W 

• Achievers really, realLy don’t like p2w 
– Unless they’re the only ones doing it 

• If they detect p2W, they will stop 
playing 
– No matter how much the developer insists 
it’s not actualLy p2w, just similar to it 

• Fewer achievers tilts the game in favour 
of socialisers 

• Socialisers don’t buy much but crazy-
rich ones sometimes buy everything 



#5 diluted gameplay 

• Over the years, designers have watered 
down mmo gameplay 

• They have a core audience of gamers, but 
to grow they need to widen it 

• That means they need to make their 
games more broadly appealing 

• That in turn means making them less 
chalLenging and more comfortable 
– After aLl, the core audience isn’t going to 
leave, ever ever ever! 



Yes... 

• Unfortunately, if you stray tOo 
far then the core audience wiLl leave 

• You’ll get a new audience, but it won’t be 
core 
– And it may canNibalise the audiences for 
your mainstream games 

• If you aim to atTract socialisers then 
at some point the mmo starts to be 
about socialisers 

• This is when your achievers leave 



Sports cars 

• In the 1960s, we had sports cars 
• These cars were claSsy, nimble, speedy, 
spirited, maneuvrable and FUN to drive  
– If made by british or italian companies 

• Sorry porsche, sorry bmw, sorry mercedes, ... 

• To grow the market, manufacturers made 
them increasingly easier to handle 
– Power steering, power braking, softer 
suspension, seats with vertical backs, ... 

• finally they competed with family cars 



mazda 

• In so doing, they lost their core audience 
• They got So far removed from sports 
cars that non-afficionados wondered why 
anyone ever liked them 

• In 1989, mazda went back to basics and 
unveiled the mx-5 
– The best-selling sports car in history 

• The core audience was still there, it just 
wasn’t being served 

• Achievers are there, for the right mmo 



#6 Development paths 

• All the reasons so far contribute to 
the shift towards social worlds, but none 
of them cause it 
– None of them make it inevitable 

• There is, however, an underlying 
explanation that does show why this 
shift was always going to happen 

• To folLow this, we need to return to 
player type theory 
– My capacity for self-publicity is unbounded 



drift 

• It’s Long been known that players change 
playing style over time 
– Since before player types concept existed! 

• In mud1: 
– newbies started by killing one another 
– Then abandoned that and went exploring 

– Moved on to racking up points and rising 
levels - achieving 

– Finished as gnarled old-timers socialising 

• main sequence for player development 



On the graph 

 
 



8 types 

• I did have eleven slides here explaining 
three other paths 
– Main Explorer, main socialiser, minor 

• These are visible when you add a third 
dimension to the player types graph 

• However, as i don’t want to put you to 
sleEp, i spared you 

• All but one of them end at socialiser 
anyway 

• This is indeed the point of this exercise 



movement 

• Players don’t stay one type forever in 
an mmo 

• They change types over time 
• Mmos are a hiLl-climbing exercise 
through identity space 

• In playing them, people can be and 
become who they reaLly are 

• When they reach the end of their journey, 
most will have become socialisers 

• Mmos make people become socialisers! 



unsurprising 

• It’s therefore unsurprising that people 
who have been playing mmos for several 
years will now be socialisers 

• Mmos are places to them, not games 
– The game conceit gives them the context for 
socialising 

• Most of them don’t realise they’re 
socialisers, because they stiLl want to 
play a game 

• They do, yes – but with other people 



A mix 

• We do need a mix of worlds 
• Players don’t start off as socialisers, 
so if the gateway game worlds don’t 
exist then the tap will be switched off 

• Also, some players end up as guru-like 
explorers, not socialisers 
– Their needs should be respected, too 

• As players mature in their understanding 
of themselves, they mature in their 
requirements from an Mmo 



conclusion 

• Those players who long for the mmos of 
their youth aren’t being selfish 
– They wouldn’t actually find these games 

FUN any more 

• They nevertheless do understand at some 
level that other people would benefit 
from playing them 

• This is why they want game worlds 
• Ultimately, most players are socialisers 
because they were achievers 


